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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss linear perturbed Palais-Smale condition for real-valued
functions on Banach spaces with Radon-Nikodým property (RNP)  We mainly
show the following results:
1. By an example showing that linear perturbed P-S condition is strictly weaker
than the P-S condition;
2.In terms of strongly exposed points, we present a characterization which guaran-
tees linear perturbed Palais-Smale condition holds for lower semicontinuous func-
tions defined on a closed bounded set of a Banach space with the Radon-Nikodým
property.























i)[zx0 ∈ X,6lf(x0) = min
A
f ;
ii)fα −→ 0+2 diamS(α) −→ 0.
S(α) 1: {x ∈ A : f(x) ≤ infA f + α} nRn^Z (1) FQOP ii)x;0 i) 7 f na"xSkzM!a~l X 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i)Rε > 0,}[zLipschitzÆO eεnLipschitz>Ohε6l
f + hεztxεS\i|7 ;
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i)Rε > 0,}[zLipschitzÆO eεnLipschitz>Ohε6l
f + hεztxεS\i|7 ;
ii)J6 i 
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i) t x0 ∈ A #E} A nM!| Ct7[z x∗ ∈ X∗\{0} 6l
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ε
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